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TESTO IN USO : HEADWAY DIGITAL PRE-INTERMEDIATE OXFORD GRAMMAR FILES

PRESENT, PAST FUTURE TENSE
SIMPLE PRESENT
PRESENT CONTINUOUS
PAST SIMPLE
PAST CONTINUOUS
QUESTIONS WORDS: WHO-WHY-WHOSE?
HAVE GOT
MUCH MANY—SOME ANY A FEW A LITTLE- LOTS -A LOT

WHAT ’S …LIKE??
VERB PATTERNS:; WANT -HOPE –LIKE- ENJOY-
LOOKING FORWARD TO DOING

FUTURE FORMS : GOING TO- WILL -PRESENT CONTINUOUS

COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE

PRESENT PERFECT
PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS
PAST PERFECT

DELLA SEZIONE CULTURE SI SONO LETTE E STUDIATE LE PRIME TRE READING:
SCOTLAND, WALES AND IRELAND
THREE FAMOUS CHARACTERS IN BRITISH FICTION
THE STORY OF ENGLISH

.MODALS -.MUST- HAVE TO- SHOULD-
CONDITIONALS: FIRST-SECOND-THIRD

GLI STESSI ARGOMENTI DI GRAMMATICA SONO STATI STUDIATI SULLA
GRAMMATICA IN USO

SILVIA ANGANUZZI DATA